
ESSAY ON XEROPHYTES

The below mentioned article provides an essay on xerophytes. Xeric habitat characterizes xerophytes (xero = dry,
phytes = plants). Xerophytes evolved to.

With the increase in number of root hairs the sheath covers the whole root. The functioning and position of
stomata govern the magnitude of stomatal transpiration. Water storage in swollen parts of the plant is known
as succulence. Most of the shallow and radial roots are within three feet of the surfaces, e. CAM plants are
adapted to store carbon dioxide in malate during night. Plants reduce the exposed surface to sun or drying
winds by rolling or folding of leaves. The leaf tips are translucent. A third factor of xerophytes that they have
adapted themselves to include the waxy cuticle, which appears on all plants, is a lot thicker than the typical
cuticle. In many plants like Narcissus, Scilla, Tulipa, Haemanthus etc. In the groove the relative humidity
always remains high thus reducing the diffusion gradient within the chamber. Moreover hairs are good
deterrents against insect feeding and egg laying. It involves both transport and transpiration. They form the
vertical rows of parenchyma in secondary xylem. They have structural modifications that help them to adapt to
the environment. The endodermis has wider caspanan bands. Transport of water in the xylem is due to: Root
pressure: water conducted through the root cells to the xylem is under root pressure. Water loss via
transpiration loss of water vapour from the aerial parts of a plant due to evaporation is fundamentally
inevitable due to the fact that plants exchange gases with the atmosphere, via their stomata-the pores in a leafs
epidermis. This reduces the cell surface area that is exposed to the air inside the leaves, meaning that the space
for water to have access to is reduced, because the cells are more compact, thus creating a sealed wall where
water cannot escape into and less water will evaporate into the leaf air spaces as a result, hence reducing the
rate of water loss. This is to reduce the chance of irregular results being obtained. The pull is transmitted
through the plant by the cohesive forces between the water, which, due to hydrogen bonding are particularly
strong. C4-compounds, formed in the mesophyll, enter into bundle-sheath cells where they are decarboxylated.
Its principal habitat is sand dunes and the conditions are very severe and can be particularly brutal at times,
with winds and salty, dry terrain. In periods of severe water stress and stomata closure, the cuticle's low water
permeability is considered as one of the most vital factor in ensuring the survival of the plant. Dudleya
pulverulenta is called 'chalk lettuce' for its obvious structures. Kranz is a German wordâ€”meaning garland or
wreath. Two cells from the functional unit. Transpiration is a vital process in all plants. The tracheids have
relatively thicker walls than those present in mesophytes. The plant possesses contractile roots, which help the
plant to be firmly anchored in the frost heave. In others stomata remain closed in the day. Directory of Open
Access Journals Sweden Xiao Wang Full Text Available Ulmus pumila tree-dominated temperate savanna,
which is distributed widely throughout the forest-steppe ecotone on the Mongolian Plateau, is a relatively
stable woody-herbaceous complex ecosystem in northern China. The aerial organ like leaf remains alive so
long water is available and withers away when the water is used up. If a plant loses too much water, wilting
will result. The surface of groove is lined with hairs. As mentioned above, the cuticle contains wax for
protection against biotic and abiotic factors. So these plants remain leafless most of the time. They are also
attracted to the lignin in the walls of the xylem vessels; this attraction is called adhesion. Leaves are also
covered with lipids to reduce moisture evaporation ex.


